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HALADINAR reduces the total supply of HDN tokens on sale.
Singapore: In response to community feedback and several discussions with potential
eCommerce business partners, HLD Technology Pte Ltd will reduce the total number of HDN
tokens for ICO sale to 250 million instead of the 600 million tokens initially planned, with
immediate effect. The new token sale composition will now effectively be as follows:
Description

Private Sale

ICO sale

Total Qty for Sales

50 million

200 million

Price in USD

USD 0.06

USD 0.10

Payment Type

Fiat (USD/SGD)

FIAT/BTC/ETH

Total Amount

USD 3 million

USD 20 million

Private Sale buyers who are early adopters will receive an airdrop of 80% bonus HDN tokens
into their registered account based on the total quantity of HDN tokens purchased at USD
0.06 per token.
For ICO Sale at USD 0.10 each, we have the following free airdrop bonus tokens:
1. For purchase of USD 1,000 and above worth of Haladinar tokens during the ICO sale,
buyer will receive a free airdrop of 50% bonus tokens.
2. For purchase of USD 50,000 and above worth of Haladinar tokens, buyer will receive
a free airdrop of 60% bonus tokens.
One (1) Haladinar token is equal to US Dollar Twenty (20) cents for general public sale.
For those who Buy-and-Hold HDN tokens, they will enjoy extra bonuses when they keep the
HDN tokens for a specific period of time.
1. If holders of Haladinar tokens keep their tokens for one (1) month from the date of
issuance of HDN tokens by the company, an airdrop of 10% bonus tokens will be
issued.
2. If holders of Haladinar tokens keep their tokens for three (3) months from the date of
issuance of HDN tokens by the company, an airdrop of 25% bonus tokens will be
issued.
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3. If holders of Haladinar tokens keep their tokens for six (6) months from the date of
issuance of HDN tokens by the company, an airdrop of 35% bonus tokens will be
issued.
4. The only pre-requisite is to sign up as a member of Haladinar at the URL link https://
token.haladinar.io to pledge to keep your tokens and earn the bonus tokens
accordingly.
Haladinar views this change in our whitepaper and the token economy as fundamental in
enhancing the intrinsic value of HDN token over a longer period. We believe both our
decentralized Halal marketplace and the Haladinar token will be widely adopted by many
thriving businesses around the world, and we are working hard in making that happen.
HALADINAR is a global platform and online decentralized marketplace designed to serve
both the Muslim and non-Muslim communities throughout in the world. Goods and services in
the HALADINAR Marketplace are Halal. Through blockchain technology, manufacturers,
merchants, suppliers, traders, buyers, sellers and consumers are brought together on
HALADINAR, a unifying and inclusive marketplace.
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